
Understanding
and Characterizing
Olfactory Responses

T
he olfactory bulb (OB) is the first stage of olfactory information process-
ing in the brain. On its way to the cortex, odor information is encoded in
spatiotemporal maps of activated loci in the bulb, and these are known as
input maps. Using optical recording techniques, experimental neuro-

scientists can reveal the input maps by applying response-dependent fluorescent
dyes to the OB of rodents and imaging the odorant-evoked responses. A hard
signal analysis task then emerges (i.e., to handle the resulting sequence of
spatial patterns). We suggest that the intricate spatiotemporal patterning of
event-related dynamics can be described fully by using a manifold learning
approach that merges both the spatial and temporal aspects of the response into
a single visualization scheme.

The OB Response Dynamics
Olfaction is one of the most ancient and primal senses for many animals. Humans
can recognize and remember about 10,000 odors, while dogs and rodents
certainly have larger repertoires. Research to elucidate the underlying neural
mechanisms spans across several levels of organization, from the molecular
level, where odor-receptor interactions are considered, to the system level, where
the complicated cortical networks are investigated. No satisfactory theory exists
at present to explain how higher olfactory centers process different odor stimuli
to yield a conscious percept of a particular smell. On the other hand, following
the discovery of olfactory receptor proteins by Linda Buck and Richard Axel [1],
great insights have been gained concerning the initial stages of olfactory infor-
mation encoding. Olfactory receptor neurons are located on the epithelium in the
roof of the two nasal cavities and covered by a mucous layer, where they come in
contact with volatile odorant molecules. Each olfactory receptor cell expresses
only one type of odorant receptor protein, and each receptor can detect a limited
number of odorant substances. The receptor neurons transmit information
directly to distinct microdomains, known as glomeruli, in the OB, the first struc-
ture in the brain dedicated to olfaction. In mice, there are�2,000 glomeruli, with
each one receiving input from �10,000 sensory neurons. Despite these large
numbers, the network is highly organized. Receptor cells carrying the same type
of receptor are scattered throughout the epithelium, but they send their nerve
processes to the same glomerulus. This classical scheme of convergence is
highly specific in the sense that a given glomerulus receives input only from one
type of receptor. The output cells of the bulb, the mitral cells, pick up information
from the glomeruli after some pretreatment from an extensive network of local
interneurons and transmit it to higher olfactory centers for further processing.

An odorant typically activates many types of sensory neurons, and, as a
result, a substantial subset of all glomeruli can be activated even at moderate
odorant concentrations. The pattern of activated glomeruli is odor and concen-
tration specific in rodents, and it is referred to as the odor’s input map. To exper-
imentally visualize input maps, standard event-related paradigms are adopted
from animal electrophysiology and employed in an optical recording setup. The
sensory neurons are loaded with a calcium-sensitive dye, and odorant-evoked
responses are imaged from their axon terminals that enter the correspondingDigital Object Identifier 10.1109/EMB.2007.913555
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glomeruli in the OB [2]. Changes in internal calcium concen-
tration reflect neuronal activation and are followed by ampli-
tude changes of the fluorescent dye’s emitted light. The
signals are acquired in real time using a charge-coupled device
camera with high spatial and temporal resolution. The data are
collected in the form of brief movies containing the OB
response dynamics. This three-dimensional (3-D) information
volume is traced for stimulus representation, given that experi-
mental manipulations have compensated for disturbances of
physiological origin (such as ongoing respiratory and vascular
rhythms or head movements) and appropriate preprocessing

has eliminated other irrelevant signals (such as dye bleaching
or slow intrinsic signals). It is a time series of patterned activity
and instantaneous input maps, which encode both the type and
concentration of odor in a not yet fully understood format.

Since the role of spatial encoding has been emphasized in the
related literature, the standard procedure for analyzing an odor-
evoked response starts with the visual inspection of a sub-
sampled sequence of spatial maps [3], [4]. Loci of maximal
activity are then detected and recognized as candidates for
well-activated glomeruli [see Figure 1(g)]. Odorant informa-
tion can be contained in the combination of activated glomeruli,
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Fig. 1. (a)–(f ) The different steps for learning and representing the OB response manifold. The profile in (a) has been com-
puted by averaging temporal patterns across all pixels and is over plotted in (e). (g) Conventional analysis relying merely on
relative signal strength. Each spatial map is an average of five consecutive frames around the depicted time. The five time
courses have been produced by integrating, using a Gaussian kernel, the activity around the depicted pixels.
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their spatial position, as well as their relative response intensity.
To explore also the possibility of a coexisting temporal code,
sometimes a dedicated response profile is assigned to each of
the identified glomeruli and compared with each other’s. The
whole approach is rather empirical. It demands tight supervi-
sion and is, therefore, prone to the user’s misinterpretation. The
main disadvantage of this approach stems from the inability to
handle, in a systematic way, comparisons between different
odor representations or recording conditions. The number of
different combinations to be contrasted grows rapidly, making
the manual analysis insufficient and restricting the whole
exploration to a qualitative level. In recent studies, this limita-
tion was overcome using ad hoc procedures (e.g., [3]).

It is the scope of this article to suggest a well-founded
methodology [5] for analyzing the OB response dynamics
that will enable unraveling the full, multifaceted character of
the encoding scheme. The imaged OB region is considered as
a spatially extended dynamical system with the tendency to
self-organize in response to odor presentation [6]. Using
dense spatial sampling, we register these relative changes of
activity as a function of time. In this way, a wealth of data is
gathered that needs to be summarized, prioritized, and finally
presented in an orderly manner so as to be easily understood
by domain experts.

Instead of attempting to identify glomeruli from the begin-
ning, we collect all the time courses that correspond to indi-
vidual pixels, some of which may form spatially connected,
coherently activated groups that could be assigned to individ-
ual glomeruli. In other words, and in contrast to the traditional
approach, we choose to keep the full resolution that our discre-
tization offers (i.e., all pixels and uncollapsed latencies). The
ensemble of pixels is embedded in a high-dimensional infor-
mation space, which is spanned by the latencies, where the
pixels take the form of a point swarm, the geometrical shape
of which is descriptive of the response variability in an area of
the OB. Since the emerged data structure is expected to be low
dimensional and possibly forming a nonlinear manifold (i.e.,
constrained hypersurface), an efficient learning technique is
first employed to approximate it by means of prototypes. The
geometrical cross-prototypes’ relationships are then com-
puted, and a distance-preserving technique is applied to them
within the scope of a low-dimensional space, usually a plane.
This results in a parsimonious representation of the temporal
variations in the OB response by means of a reduced graph,
the nodes of which correspond to prototypes, while the deter-
ministic walk on it offers a natural parameterization of
response variation. Next, an ordering of the prototypes is
imposed using this graph structure, and the ranks are
transferred to the whole set of pixels. Finally, these ranks are
used as a semantically defined color code to provide an intelli-
gible display of the spatial distribution of the OB response
variation. The outlined algorithmic procedure not only serves
as an efficient visual data mining scheme but also bridges the
gap between the temporal and spatial domain, providing us the
possibility to detect more composite encoding scenarios. In
addition, it can easily incorporate responses from different
recording conditions and, hence, serve as the framework for
performing comparisons and even attempting information
enhancement.

The article is organized as follows: we briefly describe the
experimental setup and then introduce the basic algorithmic
elements of the methodology. We describe the two main

variants that emerge by selecting different complexity levels
for dimensionality reduction. We exemplify the employed
steps using data with high signal to noise ratio (SNR) from
experiments in mice. We then demonstrate the potential of the
methodology by applying it to data with lower SNR (which is
due to experimental conditions) from rats.

Learning the OB Response Manifold

Experimental Setup
Experiments were performed on C57/BL6 mice and Long-Evans
rats. Olfactory receptor neurons were loaded with Calcium
Green-1 dextran as described in [2]. During surgery and record-
ing, animals were anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium. The
bone over one dorsal OB was removed or simply thinned for
optical recording access. In mouse experiments, a double trache-
otomy was performed to allow the controlled flow of air through
the nasal cavity, and the animals breathed freely through the
lower canula. In rat experiments, air flow through the nasal cav-
ities occurred spontaneously with breathing. All procedures were
approved by the Yale University and the Marine Biological
Laboratory animal care committees. Odors were delivered in
short pulses (1–2 s) through a custom-made olfactometer
described in [4]. In rat experiments, pulses were triggered by the
animals’ breathing signal. The concentration of the odorants is
given as percentage of saturated vapor. We selected odorants that
activate the visually accessible dorsal portion of the OB. The
dorsal OB was imaged through Wild 10 3 0.4 or 7 3 0.2 numeri-
cal aperture objectives mounted onto a Leitz Ortholux II upright
microscope. The actual magnifications of the two lenses were
153 and 103, respectively. In our 128 3 128 pixel charge-
coupled device camera, these magnifications resulted in 10 3 10
and 15 3 15 lm/pixel spatial resolution, both adequate for
glomerular detection (glomerular diameter is between 50 and 85
lm). Excitation light from a 150-W xenon arc lamp was passed
through a 480/50 nm band-pass filter and reflected by a 515-nm
dichroic mirror. The fluorescence above 530 nm was recorded
with a NeuroCCD-SM or NeuroCCD-SM256 camera using Neu-
roPlex software. The original sampling frequencies were
between 100–200 Hz. In all cases, data were properly resampled
at 33 Hz. To enhance the SNR of recordings, multiple (four to
eight) trials were collected and subsequently averaged. Here,
only averaged data have been considered.

Feature Extraction
Standard preprocessing includes temporal band-pass filtering
(within 0.1–2 Hz) and a simple algebraic transformation that
associates each pixel (n, m) with a signal, expressing the rela-
tive increase in fluorescence DF/F due to odorant presentation

xn,m(t) ¼
fn,m(t)� 1

(tst � tpr þ 1)

Xtst

k¼tpr

fn,m(k)

RLIn,m

n, m ¼ 1, 2 . . . , 128

,

where t runs over positive integers to denote latencies, tst is the
latency of stimulus onset, tpr is a prestimulus latency (such that
tst � tpr ¼ 3), and RLI denotes resting light intensity. The fluo-
rescence was averaged over a few initial latencies well before tst.

The ensemble of these signals constitutes a set of temporal
patterns fxn,m(t)g, and our methodology starts in a classic
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pattern-analytic mode by a feature extraction step. Latencies
of interest (LOIs) are defined, and the corresponding sets of
signal values play the role of feature vectors. In this way, the
OB response is represented by a point swarm in a space with
dimensionality, depending on the number p of selected LOIs.
The coordinates of these N ¼ 1283128 points are tabulated in
a ðN3pÞ sized matrix Xdata with rows of the form

Xi ¼ ½Xn,m(t1), xn,m(t2), . . . , xn,m(tp)�, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , N:

Figure 1(b) demonstrates the embedding of the OB
response dynamics in a 3-D feature space. For the selection
of LOIs, the time course in Figure 1(a) was built, which is the
OB response averaged across all pixels (grand average), and
a triplet of latencies was defined so as to be located within
the time range of the prominent positive deflection. The
selected latencies are denoted using dots of different colors
[Figure 1(a)]. To show the association between LOI selection
and response representation, the same colors have been used
for drawing the axes in Figure 1(b). Needless to say, a differ-
ent triplet would have resulted in a point swarm of different
geometry, while a more complete coverage of the deflection
using additional LOIs would have resulted in a higher dimen-
sional feature space. Hereafter, as a simple, data-driven
strategy for defining LOIs, we select all the latencies corre-
sponding to a continuous time range, which starts around the
response onset and covers well the maximal peak seen in the
grand average.

Clustering, Vector Quantization, and Prototyping
The partition of all N temporal patterns into groups of homog-
enous time courses is the most direct way to summarize the
temporal variations in the OB response. The task is accom-
plished by applying cluster analysis in feature space and, then,
transferring the results to the original pattern space. The end
product would be a set of cluster centers and a set of cluster-
membership lists. The cluster centers serve as reference points
in the feature space and can be used in a vector quantization
(VQ) scheme for the coarse representation of the entire point
swarm. VQ encodes the response manifold in the feature space
by utilizing only a finite set of reference vectors (i.e., proto-
types), the code vectors. It actually performs a parcellation of
the feature space known as Voronoi tessellation [5], in which
a Voronoi region is defined around each code vector. This sec-
tion in the feature space is composed of all the points closer to
a specific code vector than to any other. The feature vectors
falling within a Voronoi region are represented by the corre-
sponding code vector. The number of code vectors k controls
the resolution of the representation (i.e., the level of informa-
tion abstraction). It is a user-defined parameter that can be
selected as the best compromise between the coding error and
the computational burden. The red circles in Figure 1(b)
denote those ten reference vectors that summarize the point
swarm with the minimal distortion.

In our approach, a codebook of k code vectors is designed by
applying the neural-gas algorithm to the data matrix Xdata ¼
½X1jX2j . . . XN �. This algorithm is an artificial neural network
model, which converges efficiently to a small, user-defined
number k\N of codebook vectors, using a stochastic gradient
descent procedure with a soft-max adaptation rule that mini-
mizes the average distortion error [7]. The network ability to
respect the intrinsic data dimensionality is known [8], and this

makes it the best candidate for our manifold learning purposes.
The computed code vectors Oj 2 Rp, j ¼ 1, 2, . . . , k are used
in a simple encoding scheme. The nearest code vector is
assigned to each Xi in Xdata. Strictly speaking, this procedure
divides the response manifold V � Rp into k Voronoi regions.

Vj ¼ X 2 V :kX � Oj k�kX � Oi k ,8i, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , k
� �

:

From a more practical point of view, the bulk of informa-
tion contained in the data matrix is represented, in a parsimo-
nious way, by a (N 3 k) partition matrix U, with elements uij

such that

uij ¼
1 if Xi 2 Vj

0 if Xi 62 Vj
,
Xk

j

XN

i¼1

uij ¼
Xk

j

Nj ¼ N:

(
(1)

The fidelity of the encoding is quantified (inversely) via the
following index, which is the total distortion error divided by
the total dispersion of the data:

nDistortion ¼

PN
i¼1

uij kXi � Oj k2

PN
i¼1

kXi � Xk2

, X ¼ 1

N

XN

i¼1

Xi: (2)

The smaller the nDistortion, the better the encoding. This
index gets smaller with the increase of k and approaches zero
when k becomes comparable to N.

In the second step, the computed k partition is applied to the
set of temporal patterns fxn, m(t)g to produce prototypical
responses. The exact correspondence between the pixel coor-
dinates (n, m) and rows in the data matrix Xdata is preserved
and the temporal patterns are split into k groups according to
the partition of the feature vectors. Representative time
courses are then estimated via within-group averaging. The k
computed curves reside in pattern space, have full time resolu-
tion, and therefore portray the response dynamics in an inter-
pretable format.

Charting the Response Manifold Using MDS
The structure of response manifold can be described using
the geometrical relationships between the computed code
vectors. The reliability of this estimation depends on the
encoding error (i.e., the value of k) and the way in which rela-
tionships in the feature space are captured. The computation
of all pairwise Euclidean distances, D(i, j) ¼kOi � Oj kL2

,
i, j ¼ 1, . . . , k and their tabulation in a (k 3 k) distance matrix
D, is the standard initialization to many structure analysis
methods. In the following, we describe the steps to visualize
this structure and relate it with spatiotemporal characteristics
of the OB response.

A distance-preserving technique, known as metric multidi-
mensional scaling (MDS), is utilized to produce a low-dimen-
sional point diagram, reflecting as close as possible the
Euclidean distances mentioned previously. Based on simple
algebraic transformations and eigen analysis of D, the code
vectors are placed in a coordinated space of dimensionality
r\p (usually 2 or 3) [9]. We denote the overall mapping
scheme as P ¼ MDS(D, r), with P a (k 3 r) matrix such that
the ith row defines the image Pi of the code vector Oi in a
reduced feature space. The new point diagram condenses the
structural information estimated in the original feature space.
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The success of this representation is measured with indices
such as the normalized total discrepancy

Stress ¼
P
i\j

D(i, j)� kPi � Pj kL2

� �2

,P
i\j

D(i, j)2: (3)

The smaller the stress, the more reliable the mapping. This
index depends strongly on the dimensionality of the mapping.
It becomes smaller as r gets bigger. Here, we adopt the value 2
for r, i.e., Xi 7!Pi ¼ ½ p1(i) p2(i)� 2 R2, since our goal is to
sketch the (approximate) response manifold in a plane and
gain direct insight into the temporal variations. We accom-
pany the produced point diagram with the stress index as a
measure of its creditability. Figure 1(c) shows the two-dimen-
sional (2-D) point diagram that corresponds to the ten code
vectors shown in Figure 1(b). Hence, the dimensionality is
reduced by one.

Two nearby points in such a 2-D point diagram correspond
to similar code vectors, while two distant ones correspond to
deviant code vectors. A compact point diagram is hence indic-
ative of a uniform OB response, whereas a fragmented one
reflects significant temporal variations. This sort of structural
information is exploited further with the use of a minimal span-
ning tree (MST) graph [10]. This is a popular graph-theoretic
tool that can provide both the nearest neighbor information
about each point and the shortest linkage information about
subsets of points. A node is associated with the endpoint of
each vector Pi, and an MST is the connected graph formed by
connecting all these nodes with the unique set of line segments
having the minimal total length. As it can be seen in Fig-
ure 1(c), there is a unique path connecting each pair of nodes
that can be followed to navigate in the (reduced) feature space.
Associated with this property of the MST, there is a graph-
theoretic procedure for transforming this graph into an ordered
list, in which similar ranks are assigned to nearby nodes [5],
[11]. It is based on a standard technique for traversing a tree
graph and is accomplished by selecting one node of the MST
as the root and following a breadth first search for the remain-
ing ones. The rank of each node is the order in which it is vis-
ited in this search [see Figure 1(c)]. These ranks replace the
original (random) labels of the code vectors and are always
implied henceforth. The so-called MST ordering provides a
content-dependent reorganization of the list of code vectors
that contributes significantly to their efficient parameterization
and handling and, consequently, all the temporal patterns [5].

The charting of the response manifold, apart from the MST-
ranked point diagram, includes the ordered list of prototypical
responses [following the order of the corresponding code vec-
tors, Figure 1(e)], a pictorial representation of the portions
aj ¼ Nj=N of temporal patterns assigned to each of the k
groups [Figure 1(d)], and a spatial display in which pixels are
colored in accordance with the order of their group [Fig-
ure 1(f)]. With the latter step, the spatial distribution of the
temporal code is examined. It is the most critical, since the
coupling of the temporal with the spatial domain is attempted.
The interface is the MST-ordering scheme, and the success
relies on how well the assigned ranks reflect the variation in
the codebook. This in turn depends on the selection of the root-
ing code vector. The user can try different rankings and decide
on the most suitable. The seriation of corresponding prototypi-
cal responses [e.g., Figure 1(e)] can help in specifying the

reliability of a particular ranking. In practice, however, there is
a more convenient way of selecting the root. It includes the
embedding of the MST graph in a simple graphical user inter-
face (GUI) environment that enables the user interaction with
the graphics [5]. Therein, root selection is simplified to the task
of identifying points at the ends of graph diameters [11].

Figure 2 provides a realistic example of the MDS-based
charting. It is based on the same data used for the didactic
example of Figure 1, although there are two important differen-
ces. The first is that multiple LOIs have been selected so as to
fully cover the peak seen in the grand average [shown in Figure
2(a) as an overplotted, thin black curve]. The horizontal bar
denotes the selected latency range, which implies an embedding
of the OB response in a feature space of p ¼ 61 dimensions.
The second difference is the selection of k ¼ 50 code vectors,
which provides a more reliable summary of response manifold
(nDistortion index was 0.2601, approximately three times smaller
than for k ¼ 10). The MDS-based point diagram of Figure 2(b)
is characterized by the stress value of 0.092, which shows that a
satisfying 2-D sketch of manifold structure can be obtained.
Such a high-information compression (from p ¼ 61 to r ¼ 2
dimensions) indicates strong temporal correlations between
consecutive latencies and high-spatial covariations between
temporal patterns from adjacent pixels. Due to the MST-graph
elongation, rooting was an easy task (the only other reasonable
alternatives were the nodes currently labeled as 45, 50, and 49,
which would have led to opposite ranking but without any
qualitative difference). The ranks have been distributed as
shown and used to order the list of prototypical responses
accordingly. The ordered list can be thought of as the spectrum
of the OB’s temporal patterning. By sampling some of these
responses [Figure 2(a)] and denoting the placement of the corre-
sponding code vectors on the MST graph [Figure 2(b)], we can
interpret the whole structure seen in the graph. For instance, it is
clear that the rightmost branches of the MST correspond to
increased OB activity. Finally, the spatial distribution of ranks
in Figure 2(c), using a color code fully compatible with the
presentation in previous panels, concludes our exploration of
the sensory code. The way to read this display can be summar-
ized as follows: two pixels of comparable hue correspond to
similar temporal patterning. A neighbor of similarly colored
pixels indicates a coherently responding OB patch and, there-
fore, a possible glomerulus. The exact form of patterning can be
inferred using the accompanying MST graph [Figure 2(b)] and
the ordered list in Figure 2(a).

Unfolding the Response Manifold Using ISOMAP
The previously described MDS procedure results in a visualiza-
tion of structure that provides a global overview of the response
manifold. Being akin to the principal component analysis (PCA)
preserves the total sum of pairwise distances and, consequently,
can recover nonlinear manifolds only partially. To capture intri-
cate geometries, we have to resort to ISOMAP [12] (or any other
manifold learning technique from the recently introduced ones
[13]), a method that advances MDS by incorporating geodesic
distances as the way to express geometrical relationships.

In our case, ISOMAP is applied as follows [9]: a v nearest-
neighbor graph is built over the code vectors Oj by connecting
each vector with its v nearest neighbors. Using the formed
graph, the length of the shortest path between every pair of code
vectors is computed as an approximation to their geodesic dis-
tance on the manifold and tabulated in a (k 3 k) matrix GD.
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The application of classic MDS, i.e., P ¼ MDS(GD, r), pro-
vides the coordinates of code vectors in a space of lower
dimensionality r\p. The recovery of the manifold becomes
more complete as r is increased. For visualization purposes,
however, we always select r ¼ 2 and, thus, attempt to repre-
sent the intrinsic nonlinear degrees of freedom via a 2-D
reduced point diagram. The residual variance quantifies the
error in this approximation [12]. Keeping the analogy with
(3), we express it as

GStress ¼
P
i\j

GD(i, j)�kPi � Pj kL2

� �2

,P
i\j

GD(i, j)2.

A second important parameter is the number v of neighbors
used in building the graph. With small values, the details of
local geometry are emphasized but at the expense of graph
cohesiveness. Disconnected components in the graph require
separate treatment, and this might add unaffordable complica-
tion in the study. On the other hand, for very high v, ISOMAP
degenerates into MDS. In the presented results, v was selected
throughout as the minimum value that resulted in a single
component graph.

To characterize and interpret the structure reflected in the
reduced point diagram of code vectors, it is necessary to
understand the association between this diagram and the pat-
tern space. The MST graph is drawn over this point set and uti-
lized to parameterize the set. Unlike in MDS charting,
however, here the MST-based ranks may not always be suita-
ble for imposing a smooth seriation of the code vectors (and,
consequently, the prototypical responses). The scope of the
reduced point diagram, now, is to unfold response dynamics.
Clustering tendencies have thus been intensified, and the dia-
gram is better suited for visual data mining. The understanding
of its structure can be promoted significantly via the interac-
tive study of the reduced point diagram within a GUI setup
[5]. Finally, it is important to note that the increase in the num-
ber k of code vectors advances the unfolding, since path dis-
tances approach true geodesic distances. It should be kept
below�500, though, for admissible computational burden.

Figure 3 demonstrates, with the data used previously for Fig-
ures 1 and 2, the unfolding of the response manifold. While the
embedding dimension was kept the same (i.e., p¼ 61), the num-
ber k of code vectors was increased to 200 (nDistortion ¼ 0:1842).
ISOMAP provided a graph with GStress of only 0.023 (0.096,
0.023, and 0.022 were the consecutive values for r ¼ 1, 2, and 3,
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respectively). This was a clear indication that response dynam-
ics can be faithfully represented using a low-dimensional
graph. The shown 2-D point diagram has a main component on
its right. This becomes more evident in the inset, in which dark
disks denote the relative populations corresponding to the code

vectors. The overplotted MST presents a small tip at one end
and two main branches at the other. Ranks have been distrib-
uted by rooting at the tip. The complexity of branching is such
that the MST ordering cannot provide a single list with a suc-
cession that faithfully reflects the shown structure. However,
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the true (nonlinear) degrees of freedom can be identified from
the different continuous paths emerging in the reduced space.
We can, therefore, select a few nodes from the most distant
branches and present the corresponding prototypical responses.
In Figure 3(a), the selected code vectors are denoted using a
different color, one for each distinct path. Keeping the same
colors, Figure 3(b) presents the corresponding prototypical
responses in an orderly fashion, and Figure 3(c) shows the
spatial distribution of the corresponding pixels. The pixels A–
E, detected in Figure 1(g) as loci of putative glomeruli, were
among the colored ones in the spatial display of Figure 3(c). To
further show how our method relates with the standard
approach, Figure 3(d) includes the corresponding five traces
produced by simply averaging the time courses of each spa-
tially connected and identically colored set of pixels. There is a
great resemblance of these traces with the manually produced
ones (shown as brown and black curves, respectively). Addi-
tionally, there is a remarkable resemblance between these
traces and the prototypical time courses (A fi 197, B fi 190, C
and D fi 189, and E fi 188).

Comparing Responses

Response Submanifolds’ Contrast
Comparing responses recorded from the same OB can promote
our understanding of sensory encoding. Responses to different
odors might reveal a code with innate discriminatory power.
Responses to repeated odor presentations will make the system-
atics clear and help quantify trial to trial variability. Finally,
responses from different conditions (e.g., awake versus anesthe-
tized animal) may show the influence of the brain’s state.

All the comparisons discussed previously can be mediated
through the suggested graphical representation of a point dia-
gram that is accompanied by the semantics of prototypes and
the spatial labeling of pixels. However, instead of just creating
one single 2-D point diagram for every response and trying to
measure the match (a versatile correspondence problem), we
suggest a modified strategy that is conceptually straightforward
and results in a convenient way of contrasting responses. It
starts, as before, by embedding all the responses in a common
feature space, by selecting the same or homologous LOIs, and

proceeds with encoding the
overall manifold. A 2-D
representation of the global
codebook is produced using
either MDS or ISOMAP. This
step is followed by ordering
or mining code vectors
accordingly. There are only
two modifications that are
introduced for comparison
purposes (see Figures 4–6).
The first is in the way we rep-
resent the number of patterns
populating the different
groups. Depending on the
situation, either the relative
proportions are shown or
multiple population graphs
are provided. The second
modification is in the way
the spatial distribution of
group labels is shown. Now,
there is still a single spatial
display for every response,
but underlying it there is a
common codebook that al-
lows direct visual compari-
son. Note that by using a
common codebook, we may
sacrifice a more detailed
description of the individual
responses. This would be the
case whenever the responses
form clearly distinct
submanifolds.

Specific examples of the
suggested visual compari-
sons follow. The data are ob-
tained from rat OB-imaging
experiments. The difficulty
in analyzing these data stems
from the fact that the animals’
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nasal airflow is not controlled, and the dura matter above the
OB is more opaque than in mice. As a result, the glomerular pat-
tern of activation is rather diffuse in these experiments.

Spontaneous Versus Evoked Activity
An estimation of true evoked signal, unbiased by the omnipre-
sent ongoing activity, was attempted through the comparison
of actual responses with the OB activity recorded via an identi-
cal experimental procedure but with no odorant being deliv-
ered. LOIs were defined from the evoked response data as the
whole latency range containing the first peak in the poststimu-
lus interval. Using the same LOIs, evoked and spontaneous
activity patterns were jointly embedded and encoded. We then
tried to disentangle them as a means of attributing the observed
structure to noise and signal. Two typical cases are discussed
below. Apart from referring to different animals, different
manifold representation techniques have been employed.

MDS charting was employed in the example of Figure 4
(nDistortion ¼ 0:32; stress ¼ 0.110). The inset portrays the ratio
of evoked activity patterns to spontaneous activity ones for
each code vector. This visualization makes apparent that the
leftmost part of the MST graph is dedicated to spontaneous
activity while the rightmost part to evoked activity. Rooting as
shown in Figure 4(b) provides ranks that correlate with signal
content. Low-ranked (<40) prototypes are indicative of
spontaneous activity and, thus, can be excluded from the
ordered list in Figure 4(a). In contrast, the top-ranked proto-
typical responses conceptualize the true evoked signal. In the
temporal domain, the response appears to be an amplitude
modulation that overrides oscillations related to the (uncon-
trolled) breathing of the animal [14]. The spatial distribution
of ranks for spontaneous and evoked activity is included in
Figure 4(c) and (d) accordingly. Their visual contrast clearly
shows the existence of a spatial code, in the form of two main
extended blobs of activity. The localized character of the
spatial code is emphasized in Figure 4(e) by using a color code
in which the labels or ranks corresponding exclusively to
spontaneous activity have been suppressed.

ISOMAP was employed to represent the global codebook
in Figure 5 (nDistortion ¼ 17, GStress ¼ 0:045). The MST graph
of Figure 5(a) clearly indi-
cates the presence of two dis-
tinct submanifolds and, in
conjunction with Figure
5(b), one of them is related
exclusively with patterns of
evoked activity. This implies
a very strong response or,
speaking in engineering
terms, very high SNR. The
ranks above 45 correlate
with signal content, and
since they follow smoothly,
the elongation of response
submanifold can be used for
the seriation of prototypical
responses [Figure 5(c)] and
color coding [Figure 5(d)].
The revealed temporal code
is similar with the one shown
in Figure 4 (for a different
animal). However, a unified,

spatially extended region in the OB appears to be significantly
activated here. This is probably a consequence of the response
strength. Another observation worth mentioning, and in
accordance with recently reported results [15], is that pattern
dynamics within the first respiration cycle recur in a similar
manner during consecutive cycles. Although the grouping had
been based on the latencies of the first response peak, the dif-
ferences between the prototypical responses remained well
thereafter [Figure 5(c)]. This was further verified by repeating
the whole procedure (not shown here) for the LOIs corre-
sponding to the second-response peak.

Comparing Odor Representations
Our understanding of the animal’s mechanisms for discrimi-
nating odors can be promoted significantly via the compara-
tive study of different odor representations in the same OB.
Two different odors, 2-hexanone and isoamylacetate (denoted
as A and B, respectively), were first presented separately at
equal concentrations (�2% of saturated vapor) and then in
two mixtures. In the first mixture, odor A had a fivefold larger
concentration than B (A, 2%; B, 0.4%; A:B ¼ 5:1) while in
the second, odor B was the major component (A, 0.4%; B,
2%; A:B ¼ 1:5). The four different types of response, evoked
in the same animal, were recorded in a single experiment and
could therefore be contrasted. The LOIs were defined for each
response separately, and their union defined the dimensional-
ity for the total embedding. In the reduced point diagram
obtained, we tried to understand how manifold structure
reflects the two different odor representations (A odor versus
B odor) and if the blending of the two odors appears as a geo-
metrical amalgamation.

Figure 6 contains an example of the sketched structure
based on 100 code vectors and MDS (nDistortion ¼ 0.35 and
stress ¼ 0.19). The absolute proportions, which are depicted
for each response separately in Figure 6(d), clearly indicate
differences in the temporal patterning between all four
responses. The subgraphs of two mixtures lie in between the
two single-odor graphs, which are totally separated. The rel-
ative spatial position reflects the natural order of the four
concentrations (from right to left, A:B is 1:0, 5:1, 1:5, 0:1).
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Interestingly, in the mixture graphs, density points have
moved away from the regions that were occupied by odors A
and B. However, in information space, mixtures stay closer
to their major component odor. The prototypical responses
with ranks 100 and 40 can easily be recognized as represen-
tatives for odor A and B, respectively [Figure 6(a)], provided
that stimulus presentations were temporarily aligned (trig-
gered by the breathing cycle). The observed delay in ampli-
tude modulation is indicative of a code carrying enough
discriminatory information in the phase of the signal [3].
Figure 6(c) is the spatial counterpart of the OB’s discrimina-
tory function.

Discussion
Manifold learning is an emerging field in empirical data anal-
ysis. It includes algorithmic techniques that can recover the
smooth or regular structure from naturally occurring signals of
high-extrinsic dimension. We suggest that the manifold
formed by the response spatiotemporal patterning in the
imaged OB is actually low dimensional. Hence, its nonlinear
degrees of freedom can be identified as a means of fully char-
acterizing the evoked activity.

Our proposal uses one efficient self-organizing network
(neural-gas network) for down-sampling the original manifold,
two alternative visualization techniques (MDS and ISOMAP)
for representing the manifold through 2-D point diagrams, and
one graph-theoretic technique (MST) for handling the emerged
structure. MDS can provide a fast, global view of the response
manifold and therefore mediate a smooth mapping (from 2-D
point diagram to pixels) for coloring the imaged OB region.
ISOMAP, being a manifold learning technique itself, can offer
a detailed representation of manifold geometry at increased
computational cost, which is, however, kept at the affordable
level, thanks to preceding neural–gas-based prototyping.

The experiments showed that a low-dimensional infor-
mation space can indeed be recovered and parameterized in
a meaningful way. The low dimensionality, a hallmark of
self-organization in neural systems, suggests that the
present manifold learning approach is very promising for
gaining insight into response generation mechanisms. The
included examples demonstrate vividly the diversity of
sensory encoding schemes in the OB. In this article, we
have placed emphasis on the visualization of results and
have refrained from quantifications. These are readily
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available through topological descriptors [5], [10], [17] that
can be used for a more thorough analysis.

In a recent article [16], the combination of the PCA with
spatial independent component analysis (SICA) was sug-
gested as a powerful technique for unbiased analysis and dis-
section of related imaging data. Different spatial modes,
tightly associated with specific time-dependent amplitudes,
are recognized with some of them corresponding to artifacts
and others to distinct functional domains. Both PCA-SICA
and our approach share an exploratory character, making
(almost) no assumptions regarding the different signal sour-
ces contributing to the data. The common goal is, by fully
exploiting the high-spatiotemporal resolution, to recover the
stimulus-related information. However, the two approaches
differ in many ways. An important theoretical difference is
that a linear additive model relies on independent component
analysis (and PCA), while our approach can capture non-
linearities. From a practical point of view, the data are
decomposed in different spatial modes with independent
component analysis, while, in our case, information is con-
densed in a single spatial mode, which facilitates direct
comparison between multiple responses. Finally, we should
point out that our approach must follow proper data prepro-
cessing, which in the future can benefit, subsequently, from
the artifact-cleaning abilities of independent component
analysis to minimize the contributions from sources unre-
lated to the stimulus.

Manifold learning finds applications to other brain
responses as well. The shaping of event-related dynamics
manifold due to trial to trial variability was the focus of a
recent study based on human neuromagnetic responses to
visual stimuli [17].
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